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ABSTRACT

This paper presents a new algorithm for automated vehicle reidentification and
travel time measurement on freeways using simple signature data. Our earlier work has
demonstrated a one-to-one reidentification procedure using relatively long platoons, while
this paper relaxes the platoon constraint. The new algorithm uses short platoons of 2 or 3
vehicles to narrow the reidentification to a small neighborhood, rather than an exact
match. The algorithm is presented using effective vehicle lengths measured from existing
speed traps, but it can easily be generalized to other signature based vehicle
reidentification systems.

INTRODUCTION

Urban freeways are becoming more congested due to higher demands and the
delays due to incidents are amplified as the system approaches or exceeds capacity. The
historic solution to increased traffic demand has been to build more roadways, but this
option is becoming less feasible. Contemporary solutions are focusing on using the
existing infrastructure more efficiently. This paper presents a new approach to measuring
travel time and is applicable to two possible efficiencies: incident detection and advanced
traveler information systems (ATIS).

A recent report from Caltrans [1] noted that, “rapid changes in link travel time
represent perhaps the most robust and deterministic indicator of an incident....” Travel
time can be used to quantify conditions between widely spaced detectors, even when the
local, point-based measurements are not representative of the entire segment. The Caltrans
report also stated that, “link travel time ... is perhaps the most important parameter for
ATIS functions such as congestion routing.”

The key step to measuring travel time is vehicle identification/reidentification,
whereby a vehicle length measurement (or some other vehicle signature) made at a
downstream detector station is matched with the vehicle’s corresponding length measure-
ment at an upstream station. Once a vehicle has been identified at two or more locations,
travel time is simply the difference between the observation times. Hence, this paper will
focus on the vehicle reidentification (VRI) algorithm.

To match vehicles between two detector stations, the algorithm uses a simple trick,
it reidentifies platoons rather than individual vehicles. The sequence of measured lengths
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in a platoon provides more information than do the individual measurements. The process
is illustrated via a pilot study.

VEHICLE REIDENTIFICATION

Several systems have been proposed for VRI using vehicle signatures [2-7]. These
emerging technologies use specialized detector hardware to extract the vehicle signatures.
In most cases, the VRI systems have only been installed on a small test site. Full deploy-
ment is necessary to quantify the benefits of the new systems, precluding cost-benefit
analysis before purchasing the hardware. Furthermore, the detectors have to be installed
before effective vehicle reidentification algorithms can be developed.

Some of the systems use automatic vehicle identification (AVI), a permanent
electronic license plate, [2-4] that makes VRI trivial, but even this approach has its draw-
backs, as will be addressed shortly. The remaining systems, based on feature
reidentification, match vehicles using non-unique signatures.

The Advantages of Feature Reidentification Over AVI
If AVI systems make the reidentification task trivial, why should anyone pursue

feature reidentification? Both approaches have their strengths, e.g., AVI surveillance is
well suited for urban arterials as well as freeways and it can be an inexpensive addition to
a metropolitan area that is already using the technology for toll collection. However, a
feature reidentification system has three distinct advantages over AVI:

1) feature reidentification does not require public participation. For AVI to be an
effective traffic surveillance tool, a significant percentage of the vehicles passing
through a freeway segment must be equipped with transponders.

2) feature reidentification has a lower risk of infringing on personal privacy.

3) feature reidentification can provide more information for incident detection.
Although AVI provides segment velocity which is important for detecting inci-
dents, it does not provide local velocities. Local measurements at the detector sites
can decrease the time to detection and reduce false alarms.

To illustrate the third point, consider Figure 1 with detector stations D1 and D2 and
a downstream bottleneck at B (e.g., a lane drop). An AVI system installed at the detector
stations could measure segment velocity from the difference in arrival times and thus,
detect congestion from a drop in segment velocity. It can not, however, differentiate
between a delay due to an incident at I and delay due to the queue from the downstream
bottleneck overrunning D2. The queue spillover would be characterized by low point
velocities at D2, while an incident at I would result in free flow velocities at D2, but the
point data are not collected by conventional AVI systems.

The loop detector based VRI algorithm, on the other hand, already uses the local
point velocity measurements and can pass the information on to a more robust incident

D1 D2I B
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FIGURE 1: Incident detection versus queue spill over from a downstream bottleneck.

Direction of travel
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detection routine that can differentiate between an incident at I and delay due to the
bottleneck at B. Several other emerging feature reidentification systems promise to yield
local velocities as well.

Reidentifying Vehicles Using Non-Unique Signatures
Although there are several approaches to feature reidentification, the published

papers typically emphasize the detector technology rather than the reidentification meth-
odology. Without unique signatures, VRI can be a difficult task in the presence of lane
changes or congestion. Generally, the feature reidentification systems use specialized
detectors to extract a vehicle signature that is more descriptive than effective length and
then rely on “top down” VRI algorithms that attempt to find the best match for each
vehicle or platoon of vehicles directly.

Earlier work in our group has shown the feasibility of VRI using vehicle lengths
extracted from conventional loop detector speed traps [8]. A given vehicle length measure-
ment is subject to resolution constraints, is not unique and may be noisy. The nature of the
data required a “bottom up” approach to reidentification: first, rather than finding the best
match for a given vehicle, all possible matches are found. Then, the algorithm looks for
sequences of vehicles from the possible matches. Even with noisy loop detector data, the
sequence detection eliminates most of the possible but incorrect matches while the true
matches remain. The algorithm is fast, because it compares each pair of vehicles once and
only once. While the earlier work used relatively long platoons (7 or 8 vehicles) and
allowed for a small number of vehicles to enter or leave the platoon between detectors, the
current paper only requires platoons of 3 vehicles and is more robust to lane changes.

Competing Technologies
Although this section presents competing technologies for measuring travel time,

it is not intended to give the reader the impression that any one of the technologies is
better than the others under all conditions. In fact, a hybrid between two or more systems
will likely yield better performance than any one of the systems operating independently.

A NEW VEHICLE REIDENTIFICATION ALGORITHM

The Data
This paper uses data extracted from two successive speed traps located in the same

lane, 1.55 km (5100 ft) apart to illustrate the new VRI algorithm [9]. Vehicles are indexed
by arrival number rather than time to avoid complications from transient disturbances. The
data come from congested conditions, measured velocity ranged between 8 km/h and 32
km/h (5 mph and 20 mph). In the following example, approximately 50 vehicles pass the
downstream site over two minutes and 150 vehicles pass the upstream site during three
minutes. At each of the speed traps, individual vehicle lengths are calculated from vehicle
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FIGURE 2: A simple example of notation:  (A) measured vehicle lengths, (B) possible
matches with a length measurement tolerance of 1 unit, (C) resulting
vehicle match matrix.
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occupancy and travel time over the speed trap. Within each speed trap, the two loop
detectors are 6.1 m (20 ft) apart and sample at 60 Hz. As a result, the vehicle length
resolution is on the order of 15 cm (0.5 ft) for 32 km/h (20 mph) traffic.

The Algorithm
In the first step of the algorithm, vehicle length measurements are indexed by

arrival number at both speed traps. Next, each downstream measurement is compared to a
large number of successive upstream measurements to identify all upstream observations
that may have come from the downstream vehicle. For each pair of length measurements
the comparison is simple, if the difference between the upstream and downstream lengths
is less then the limits of the length resolution at the given velocity, then the pair is recorded
as a possible match, otherwise, they are considered an unlikely match. Note that a vehicle
may have several possible matches, but it can only have, at most, one true match, with all
other possible matches being false positives. To reduce the influence from vehicles with
many false positives, those vehicles with an uncommon length and thus, few possible
matches, are assigned greater weight by the algorithm as follows. For a vehicle with n
possible matches, each possible match is assigned the weight 1/n.
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FIGURE 3: (A) Vehicle match matrix: "o"=length within tolerance, thus, a possible match
 "-"=ground truth. (B) measured length at the upstream site
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The algorithm generates a vehicle match matrix to summarize the comparison
results from successive downstream vehicles with numerous upstream ones. The matrix is
indexed by arrival number at each station (upstream and downstream) and each element of
the matrix is the outcome of a single pair-wise comparison. Figure 2 shows an example of
the notation used in the vehicle match matrix.

Figure 3A shows a vehicle match matrix using actual detector data. The lower left
and upper right hand corners of this matrix are blank, indicating that no comparisons were
made in these regions. These sections were excluded by design: each row contains the
same number of pair-wise comparisons (i.e., 94), but the set of upstream vehicles is shifted
to the right by one vehicle in each new row. If a platoon of vehicles passed both speed
traps without any lane changes, they would be represented as a line at 45 degrees passing
through this matrix. In actuality, there are lane changes and the ground truth, the solid line
indicating vehicles matched based on visual inspection, exhibits some transitions (see [8]
for details). The vehicle lengths measured at the upstream detector station are shown in
Figure 3B for reference. To simplify later steps in the algorithm, vehicles will be indexed
by upstream offset rather than upstream vehicle number, where,

upstream offset = upstream vehicle number - downstream vehicle number

Replotting the data from Figure 3A using the upstream offset yields the offset match
matrix, as shown in Figure 4. In other words, this step has simply removed the blank space
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* i.e., upstream offset with respect to the downstream vehicle arrival number

FIGURE 4: Offset match matrix: "o"=length within tolerance, "-"=ground truth
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in the lower left hand corner of Figure 3A by shifting all rows to the left. In this new
coordinate system, if there were no misdetections or lane changes between the stations, all
of the true matches would all fall in the same column. Any lane change or misdetection,
however, will cause a column shift in the true matches, as demonstrated by the ground
truth data (the solid line in Figure 4).

Empirically, if vehicles usually maintain their order between stations, for any
downstream vehicle, a true but unknown match is more likely to be preceded (moving up
one row) or followed (moving down one row) by a possible match as compared with the
false positives for that vehicle. The true matches for the vehicles with uncommon lengths
will tend to fall into sequences with possible matches of common lengths that precede and
follow. On the other hand, the false positives for these uncommon vehicles will tend to be
isolated, being neither preceded or followed by a possible match. To eliminate most of the
false positives, the algorithm searches for short sequences of possible matches (e.g., only
one or two vehicles) and eliminates them from further consideration. The remaining data
are stored in the filtered offset match matrix. Figure 5 shows a simple example of this
elimination or “filtering” process while Figure 6A shows the data from Figure 4 after all
sequences shorter than three vehicles have been eliminated. Note that the weights are
retained from the offset match matrix (Figure 4).

Next, the algorithm calculates the average weights on each column, as shown by
the “X”’s in Figure 6B. The larger averages occur in those columns that include a possible
match for vehicles of uncommon lengths. Since the algorithm has already shed the false
positives for the uncommon vehicles, these high averages indicate that the true matches
likely resided in that column for some collection of downstream vehicles; because of lane
changing (and detector errors), the true matches will tend to shift columns of the filtered
offset match matrix as the downstream vehicle number increases. But the column shifts
due to lane changes will typically be small relative to the number of upstream vehicles
under consideration and the high averages should fall in a small region of Figure 6B. A
moving sum is used to find the center of this region and the estimated offset is defined as
the upstream offset corresponding to the maximum value of the moving sum. When the
estimated offset is added to a downstream vehicle number within a certain group, it should
yield an estimated upstream vehicle number very close to the true upstream match for that
vehicle (+/- 2 vehicles for the group of all downstream vehicles in the preceding example).
Naturally, the estimated offset will change for different groups of vehicles and it will be
necessary to center periodically the offset match matrix on the estimated offset.

"o"= possible match

FIGURE 5: An example of notation and weight assignment (A) each row in the offset match
matrix receives a total weight of 1; (B) all vertical sequences with only one vehicle are 
removed, yielding the filtered offset match matrix, however, the weights from the 
original match matrix are retained

After filtering, there is only 1 possible match, but the weight of 1/3 from part (A) is retained
After filtering, both matches remain, the weight of 1/2 from part (A) is retained
After filtering, there are two possible matches, but the weight of 1/4 from part (A) is retained
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FIGURE 6: (A) Filtered offset match matrix, retaining all platoons of three or more 
vehicles, (B) Localizing the offset between the upstream and downstream by 
calculating the column average weights from filtered offset match matrix
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CLOSING

Vehicle reidentification and travel time measurement are promising tools for better
freeway control via improved incident detection and new ATIS applications. AVI technol-
ogy can make the reidentification process trivial, but has three drawbacks: need for public
participation, privacy issues, and lack of local velocity measurements for incident detec-
tion. The remaining VRI systems use non-unique features, but require new detector
hardware to extract a vehicle signature that is more descriptive than effective length.

This paper has presented a new approach to vehicle reidentification using simple
signatures. The new algorithm relaxes the need for long platoons, necessary in our earlier
work, and narrows the reidentification to a small neighborhood, rather than finding an
exact match. The procedure is illustrated using paired loop detector speed trap data that is
subject to noise and resolution constraints. Performance is promising, even with the
limitations of conventional speed trap data.

The use of loop data has two distinct advantages, first, loop data is readily avail-
able for testing and development without additional infrastructure investment. Second, if
the algorithm can work with noisy loop data, subject to resolution constraints, it should
also work with the better signature data available from emerging detector technologies.
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